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TWO HEMISPHERES 

Leon F. Graves (1) 
Institute for Storm Research 

4104 Mt. Vernon 
Houston, TeKas 77006 

The satellite photo showing northern and 
southern hemisphere circulations with o ne 
vortex near New Zealand (2) reminded me of 
the time a physicist colleague of mine ex
pressed surprise when I pOinted out that 
he was using a few southern hemisphere 
wind arrows in explaining United States 
weather maps to his liberal arts stu
dents. He had not noticed that the barbs 
pointed to lower pressure and therefore 
that southern hemisphere wind arrows were 
mirror images of northern hemisphere wind 
arrows. Such are the per ils of teaching 
meteorology. 

I am enclosing a copy of an assignment I 
used to make to students in an electiVe 
one-semester course in meteorology. The 
students did a good job of research and 
generally found that, in washbowl circula
tions, cor iol is for ce preva i led ali t tIe 
over half the time (ten percent were inde
terminate). They learned about fr iction, 
turbulence, centripetal/ centrifugal for ce 
and even a little statistics and proba
bility. 

The response to the question abou t south
ern hemisphere toilets was not as satisfy
ing. I thought the students should learn 
a little about the difference between free 
flow convection and f o rced flow convec
tion. Toilet bowl makers wisely take no 
chances in random circulations and direct 
the water with a -whoosh- al ong one side 
of the bowl so that a definite direction 
of flow starts immediately. I don't know 
why toilets used in the Uni ted States are 
for the most part designed for a counter
clockwise circulation. I am familiar with 
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only one toilet in Houston that flushes 
with a clockwise outflow and I have no 
reason to think it was imported from the 
southern hemisphere. How does your toilet 
flow? Taking a toilet fixture to the 
southern hemisphere will not permit the 
water to start circulating the other way. 

After accurately recording the vagaries of 
slow start-up circulations in washbowls, a 
few students invar iably, perhaps en
thralled by the mystique of cor iolis for
ces, predict that a toilet fixture, if 
taken to the southern hemisphere, will 
reverse itself and start its circulation 
in the opposite direction. I was never 
able to schedule a field tr ip to a south
ern hemisphere reststop for a down-and-out 
decision. The students changed, but the 
pattern of response was predictable. 

Brandli's article also reminded me of Pro
fessor James Austin I s New zealand accent. 
I like d tha t. 
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